he polymer Versamag™ is the most versatile multijet type water meter for submetering applications. Along with its compact design, the removable register allows for pressure tests and line flush outs without damaging the internal components. The Versamag is capable of being installed in both horizontal and vertical positions while adhering to AWWA C708 accuracies. With all of these features the Versamag™ is the complete meter for any submetering applications.

* Cannot be installed vertically in California or NTEP states.

**Technical Characteristics**

- Material: 50% glass-reinforced nylon polymer
- Max Flow Rate: 20 gpm
- Normal Flow Range (+/- 1.5%): 1-20 gpm
- Nom Flow Rate: 15 gpm
- Min Flow Rate (+/- 3%): ¼ gpm
- Max Work Pressure: 150 psi
- Max Work Temp: 105°F (Cold), 160°F (Hot)
- Nom Pipe Size: ¾”
- Pulse Value: 1/10gal

**Accuracy Curve**

A – 7.5”
B – 2.5”
C – 3.6”
D – 4.2”
Wt 0.75lb